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Abstract— Soft Pneumatic Actuator skin (SPA-skin) is a novel
concept of ultra-thin (< 1 mm) sensor embedded actuators with
distributed actuation points that could cover soft bodies. This
highly customizable and flexible SPA-skin is ideal for providing
proprioceptive sensing by covering pre-existing structures and
robots bodies. Having few limitation of the surface quality,
dynamics, or shape, these mechanical attributes allow potential
applications in autonomous flexible braille, active surface pat-
tern reconfiguration, distributed actuation and sensing for tac-
tile interface improvements. In this paper, the authors present a
proof-of-concept SPA-skin. The mechanical parameters, design
criteria, sensor selection, and actuator construction process are
illustrated. Two control schemes, actuation mode and force
sensing mode, are also demonstrated with the latest prototype.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Soft Pneumatic Actuators (SPA) have recently been
a popular choice for many soft robotics applications due
to their high customizability, light-weight. and most of all
inherent safety for various human interaction applications.
One of most effective ways of altering the shape and motions
is to vary the design and placement of the inextensible
layer [1]–[4]: this allows them to have a extensive design.
The silicone-based pneumatic actuators are widely used
for the medical robots where substantial versatility and safety
are required in a confined space [5], rescue robots, which
operate in unstructured environment and robot hands that
consist of several bendable fingers [6]. In [7], the authors
developed soft robotic tentacles which have high dexterity
and multiple degrees of freedom. The soft tentacle can hold,
for example, a fragile flower or cup. The Flexible Micro
Actuator, which is a fiberless soft actuator, was developed
for medical devices [8]. It grasps a fish egg without breaking
it. Furthermore, SPAs were applied to rehabilitation [9]: a
rodent exoskeleton should be equipped with a compliance
mechanism to protect against unexpected seizures. A SPA
can be a solution to create compliance and great force.
A modular soft manipulator was developed, which has a
mechanism that is used to adjust the stiffness [10]. Sheperd
et al. [11] developed a multi-gait soft robot which can crawl
and overcome complicated obstacles. This robot shows the
great potential of SPA by using the characteristics of its
soft materials; its flexibility that helps adapt to complicate
surface.
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Some small-scale SPAs have been developed for flexible
and deformable actuations. In [12], the authors developed a
very thin semi-rigid bending actuator using a similar actu-
ation method, a bubble inflation. This actuator is designed
for bending surfaces to obtain large flexible areas with multi
DoF, other interesting work in micro scale silicone working
is [13], in which the authors developed a micro valves made
out of RTV silicone rubber through micro molding process.
The thickness of the valves are 0.2 - 0.3 mm with 2 mm
of diameter. A comparable work result to this paper are
the papers [14], [15] in which a soft actuator is used to
create a flexible array with multiple actuation points. In this
case an electro-mechanical transduction of a two parallel
plate capacitor is used to generate the motion. The proposed
actuator is based on the stacked layer structure which comes
from the Robogami platform [16]. It allows SPA-skin to be
thin, highly customizable, adaptable to all surfaces and it can
cover large areas with multiple actuation points.
Unlike electrically-driven actuators, it is rare to find elab-
orate works by using SPAs, because there are only a few
feasible sensors that can measure the shape of SPA. SPA’s
complex properties, such as nonlinearity and instability,
make it difficult to control. In [17], Yi et al. presented the
SPAs behaviors, such as the force and the displacement of
the SPA with respect to the pressure of compressed air. It
could be used for the open-loop control of a soft pneumatic
actuator. However, the SPA should have a close-loop control
system to guarantee the precise motions of SPA. The size
of micro scale or ultra thin SPAs varies in the fabrication
process. Therefore, SPA needs embedded sensors not only to
measure the motion of the SPA for precise control but also
to minimize the fabrication errors of the SPA. The Colobot
[18], which was made for colonoscopy, is equipped with
optical sensors to measure the distance between the robot
and porcine intestine for collision avoidance. The control
of the robot is operated under an open-loop control after
setting up the forward kinematic of the actuator by manually
measuring the length of the stretched actuator. As embedding
the sensor on the top of the actuator, the change of the
size of the SPA-skin can be measured. The PID control,
which is one of the famous feedback control algorithm, was
implemented in the system. Because of the feedback control,
SPA-skin can be applied to a flexible braille, a robot skin and
a vibrotactile display which need sophisticate movements as
well as flexibility
In this paper, we propose a novel SPA-skin which is
capable of actuation with a thin flexible structure and pre-
cise manipulation by embedding flex sensors. Any kind of
actuators, especially SPAs, that need to cover a large area
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with a distributed actuation and to have a sub-millimeter
thickness is a great challenge. It would test limitations of the
material as well as the mechanism, composing elements (i.e.
actuators, sensors, circuits) and the integration. It requires
a flexible actuator that can cover any kind of surfaces and
embedded sensors. For the interactivity between an actuator
and environment, there are two criteria: the thickness (<
1 mm) and Young’s modulus (< 0.1 GPa) of an actuator.
Therefore, the SPA-skin can be a solution to meet with the
criteria in terms of design.
This paper is organized as follows. The design of the
SPA-skin will be illustrated in Section II along with the
comparison of compare several commercial sensors to embed
into the SPA-skin. Section III shows the characterization
of SPA-skin in details. Section IV implements a feedback
control algorithm for the SPA and the experimental results.
Section V concludes this work with the future directions.
II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE SPA-SKIN
In this section, we present the design of SPA-skin as a
flexible and thin distributed actuator. Three commerically
available bending sensors are exam to find the most suitable
sensor for the embeddment in the designed SPA-skin.
A. Design of the SPA-skin
The structure of the proposed SPA-skin, consisting of three
layers, is shown in Fig. 3. The multiple layers structure is
based on the origamis concept [16] in which actuator is
constituted by different function of layers. This structure
allows the actuator to have a flexibility a minimum volume
at the same time. These characteristics make the actuator
easily adapt to any surface with a very low weight (only
0.22 g/cm2).
The base layer in the SPA-skin is made of flexible fabric
impregnated in cured silicone rubber. The function of this
layer is to block the inflation by using inextensibility of the
fabric. The middle layer is the mask to make a very thin air
chamber inside and it goes superposed on the base layer. The
function of this layer is to avoid the union between layers
1 and 3 on the mask. The upper layer is the cover layer
and it is made of a very thin silicone rubber surface (0.3
mm). Layers 1 and 3 are bonded together and the air can
flow along the internal corridors of the mask. This assembly
is able to produce single displacement on the top of each
actuation point.
A variant design of SPA-skin, called as full sphere SPA-
skin is also developed. The full sphere SPA-skin is made
by replacing the unstretchable layer of the SPA-skin (semi
sphere SPA-skin) to a stretchable layer Fig. 2. With this
modification it is possible to obtain an actuator with double
side inflation. This is an advantage because both sides can
be used as an actuation points to obtain large deformation or
to sense the motion in one side and to actuate in the other
side. In this case the fabrication method is similar to the first
variant of the actuator but the mask is sandwiched with two
different layers of silicone rubber. The two layers are bonded
together except for the mask.
1. Stretchable layer
2. Mask
3. Unstretchable layer
(a) (b)
10 mm
(c)
10 mm
(d)
Fig. 1. The SPA-skin with three actuation points. Component layers (1:
stretchable layer with Dragon Skin 30, 2: mask layer with polypropylene, 3:
unstretchable layer with fabric) (a), illustration of all three actuation points
activated (b), a top view of the prototype of a SPA-skin with embedded
sensors (c), a side view of an inflated SPA-skin prototype (d).
1. Stretchable layer
2. Mask
3. Stretchable layer
(a) (b)
10 mm
(c)
10 mm
(d)
Fig. 2. Although very similar to Fig.1, Figure 2 presents difference in
mode of actuation through a choice of the layer material.
The SPA-skin is operated by compressed air which makes
the chambers of the actuator inflate as going through narrow
corridors. In these parts the air inflates the chambers and
the silicone rubber covers, as a membrane, expands. The
advantages of SPA-skin is available to distribute lots of
actuation points in one row with one single source of pressure
and it is possible to cover large areas with multiple actuation
points. The actuator allows the possibility to control each
actuation point separately with multiple pressure sources.
B. Fabrication process
Figure 3 refers to the fabrication method of SPA-skin. The
first step is obtaining an unstretchable layer. It is necessary to
spread silicone rubber on the top of an unstretchable, flexible
and porous material (ex. fabric) and it is distributed in an
uniform way. After the silicone rubber is cured, the mask is
located on the unstretchable layer. Silicone rubber is dropped
on the two layers while a spin coater is rotating. Finally an
air-tube is connected with the finished actuator. In Fig. 4,
another stretchable layer is needed instead of unstretchable
layer for the variant of SPA-skin, the full-sphere actuator. In
both cases the same spin coater program is used. For the first
3 s the rotating speed goes up from 0 to 1200 rpm, keep for
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Unstretchable Layer
Mask
(a)
Spin Coater
(b)
Finished Actuator ΔP
(c)
Finished 
Actuator
Direction of Actuation
(d)
Fig. 3. Fabrication process for a single-sided SPA-skin. A mask is put on
an unstretchable layer (a), the silicone is spun on the unstretchable layer
to obtain a thin cover layer on a rotating spin coater (b), an air-tube is
connected with the finished actuator (c), synopsis of the behavior of the
SPA-skin (d).
3 s, and then come back from 1200 rpm to 0 in 3 s. The
quantity of silicone rubber is approximately 10 ml. With this
recipe, 0.3 mm thikness layer are obtained.
C. Component selection: Silicone rubber
The properties of the silicone greatly influence on the
behavior of SPA-skin when it is actuating. Four types of
silicone, which are widely used for making SPA, have been
tested in this section.
Two important aspects in the selection of silicones are
to make an appropriate inflation size and to avoid the
delamination. The delamination effect happens when the base
layer and the cover layer start to disengage one from the
other. Normally it happens near the intersection of the mask
because the stress in the area is much higher than other
area. According to this characteristic, a less sensitive silicone
in terms of deformation, is required. Dragon Skin 30 was
chosen as the most appropriate silicone rubber.
TABLE I
SILICONE MECHANICAL PROPRIETIES (ASTM D-412) [19]
Material type Ultimate ten-
sile strength
100% Modu-
lus
Maximum
strength
EcoFlex 10 827.4 kPa 55.2 kPa 800%
EcoFlex 30 1379 kPa 68.9 kPa 900%
DragonSkin 10 3275 kPa 151.7 kPa 1000%
DragonSikin 30 3447.4 kPa 592.9 kPa 364%
D. Component selection: flexible sensors
There are two criteria in terms of choosing the sensor for
the SPA-skin; size and response. First of all, it is necessary
a sensor with less than 0.4 mm of thickness to guarantee
that the actuator does not overpass the 1 mm thickness. The
Spin Coater
(a)
Mask
Stretchable Base Layer
(b)
(c)
ΔP
Direction of Actuation
(d)
Fig. 4. Fabrication process for a double-sided SPA-skin (full sphere). The
silicone is spun on the spin coater (a), the mask is superposed on the thin
silicone layer (b), a new silicone layer is spun on the stretchable layer and
mask (c), synopsis of the behavior of the SPA-skin (d).
sensor size should match with the actuator size, which means
around 20 mm length and around 1 mm width as maximum.
The second reason is the response of the sensor. Logically,
the most interesting response will be when it follows as
near and smooth as possible the real motion of the actuator.
Another important characteristic is that a static sensor is more
recomendable than a dynaminc one because the static sensor
provides constantly information about the position and the
external forces.
One evaluated option for embed the senor in the actuator
was the piezo film [20]. The advantage of this sensor is that
can work at the same time as sensor and actuator and it have
a very fast response Fig. 6 (b). The inconvenient is that it is
a dynamic sensor and it only can give information when the
actuator is moving and not when it is static. The sizes of the
selected piezo film are 41 x 12 x 0.04 mm. The other option
is the sensor Flexpoint Bend Sensor Fig. 6 (a) [21]. This
sensor accomplishes all the requirements that the actuator
needs, it is static sensor and the size is similar. The sizes of
the sensor are 25.4 x 7.1 x 0.125 mm. Other analyzed sensor
is the Two-Directional Bi-Flex Sensor Fig. 6 (c) [22] which
is similar to the Flexpoint. The strength is that this is more
easily customizable than Flexpoint.
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF SPA-SKIN
Four different sizes of the mask of SPA-skin will be
characterized in Section III: φ4, φ6, φ8 and φ10 mm. The
depth of the airway in mask is 1.5 mm for all the cases
and it affects, with the air flow, the inflation speed of
the actuator. The minimum depth of the corridor, which
guarantees uniform air flow is 1 mm for Dragon skin 30.
The rounding, which decreases the stress in the intersecting
point between a corridor and an air-chambers, is φ0.5 mm.
The thickness of the silicone rubber layer (i.e., stretchable
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. Three flexible sensors embedded in a three actuation points of the
SPA-skin. Flexpoint sensor (a), piezo electric sensor and (b), bi-directional
bendable sensor (c).
layer) ( and the thickness of the mask are 0.03 mm and 0.05
mm respectively. The thickness of the unstretchable layer is
0.6 mm. The total mass of the SPA-skin is 0.22 g/cm2.
A. Actuator specifications
In this part the different values that define the actuator
are exposed for the four different sizes. The inflation speed
is in function of the input pressure and the type of silicone
rubber. For the different diameter sizes and with a 20 kPa
step function input the speeds are; size φ4 mm 1.43 mm/s,
for size φ6 mm 12.4 mm/s, for φ8 mm 15.84 mm/s and for
φ10 mm 22 mm/s.
It is difficult to solve the transformation of the end-link
in the SPA-skin, unlike in the traditional hard robot [18].
Since the silicone-based actuator is regarded as a high DoF
actuator and a soft robot, it is inappropriate to use the
robotic conventions which are based on rigid body dynamics.
Therefore, we propose the forward kinematics formula for
the SPA-skin.
The sensor is under the bottom of the full-sphere SPA-
skinand on the top of the semi-sphere, respectively. The
change of the sphere size affects the variation of the de-
flection of the sensor. The deflection of the actuator is
proportional to the resistance of the sensor. Experimentally,
we tried to find the relation between the height of the actuator
and the deflection of the sensor. We captur the motions
of the actuator through video and measured the end-point
of the actuator with visual markers by a motion capture
program recording the motion. The voltage, instead of the
resistance of the actuator, is measured with an Operational-
AMP (LN324n, TexasInstrumentTM). The deflection and
voltage are proportional to the pressure of the chamber of
the actuator. The experimental results show the nonlinearity
in the elongation of the actuator.
B. Actuator blocked force mesurements
The actuator behavior depends most on the input pressure
that enters the actuators. Apart from this, other geometrical
and dimensional characteristics affect the actuation behavior.
One of them is the diameter of the actuation points, which are
the size of the circles in the mask, the thickness of the cover
layer and the geometry of the mask. In this characterization,
only the pressure and the size of the mask are studied. The
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Fig. 6. Flexible sensor sensitivity comparisons when the input is . Behavior
of the bi-directional bendable sensor (a), behavior of the flexpoint senso (b)
and behavior of the piezo electric sensor (c).
Fig. 7. Experimental setup for measuring blocked force of the SPA-skin’s
single actuation point.
dimensional values are in the Section II-A. We implement
the characterization for displacement and block force of SPA-
skin with respect to input pressure: 5, 10, 15 and 20 kPa. The
setup consists of a bedplate on which there are the load cell
(Force Transducter Fnom = 100N), fixed in one side, and in
the other side the linear stage which can move to zoom on or
out the actuator respect to the load cell. Then the assembly
linear stage and actuator is moved until it contacts to the load
cell. The actuation point pulls on the load cell when a certain
pressure enters inside the actuator and, consequently, the load
cell measures the force in this singular point. Figure. 7 shows
the experimental setup
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Fig. 8. Blocked force output of the developed SPA-skinin relation to the
pressure input.
C. Displacement mesurements
To ensure the displacement a tracking program was used.
After taking the video with a motion analysis program
(TrackerTM), it was possible to obtain the displacement of
the top of the actuation point.
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Fig. 9. This graph shows the relationship between pressure and displace-
ment. The displacement change of the SPA-skinis proportional to the input
pressure and the size of the chamber of SPA-skin.
IV. SPA-SKIN CONTROL
The purpose of feedback control for SPA-skin is to main-
tain the constant dimensions of SPA-skin in Fig. 10. Most
control methods for SPAs have been presented with the
assumption that the elongation of the actuator is proportional
to the input pressure [23]. However, soft materials, such as
elastomer, have an instability when a threshold of the size
of inflation is exceeded [24]. The required input pressure for
inflating a SPA-skin decreases as a function of strain because
the rate of inflation is greater than the rate of decrease of the
internal pressure. Therefore, feedback control is required for
the SPA-skin to control precisely.
We implemented an experimental setup to demonstrate the
control algorithms: we used a SMCTM regulator (ITV1011-
21F1N) and solenoid valves (VQ100) to adjust the pressure
of the chamber of the actuator, a cDAQ board (NI cDAQ-
9178) for the measuring signal, and a transformer to get a
constant 12V, 5V DC voltage.
Sensor
SPA-Skin
Height
(a)
SPA-Skin
Sensor
Height
(b)
Fig. 10. The purpose of the control loop is to adjust the height of the SPA-
skin by receiving the cuvature information from the sensor (a) schematic
diagram of SPA-skin (b) schematic diagram of full sphere SPA-skin
A. PID control to maintain the height of SPA-skin
To reach or to maintain a specific height of SPA-skin,
it should be operating under a close-loop control. We im-
plement the PID control by receiving feedback from the
embedded sensor. In Fig. 11, the settling time of the close-
loop control is much smaller than the settling time of
the open-loop. The height of the SPA-skin with the open
loop control keeps increasing after it reached the desired
position. Furthermore, when an external force is applied to
SPA-skin in Fig. 12, the open-loop can not return to the
original position because of Mullins effect [25]. The close-
loop control is robust considering various effects of the
polymer material behaviors. At current stage, the presented
PID control already displays sufficient controllability of the
prototype but we will explore further control methods that
would involve damping effect of the sensors in the immediate
future.
B. Detecting external force through the sensor
We present the force detection method through the sensors
in the SPA-skin. As an external force is applied to SPA-
skin, the feedback control system may malfunction because
the signal from the sensor does not guarantee the height of
SPA-skin. In other words, the signal from the sensor of SPA-
skin is affected by an external force as well as the internal
pressure. Because an external force prevents from inflation of
the SPA-skin, the signal shows the state. For example, when
touch the SPA-skin, the resistance of the sensor, changes
dramatically. Even though this is not compatible with the
close loop control simultaneously as there is only a single,
we can use this phenomenon to detect an external force.
Two kinds of SPA-skin were proposed in Section II. To
measure the force, the sensors of SPA-skin and the full sphere
SPA-skin are located on the top and at the bottom of the
actuator respectively in Fig 10. The applied force to the SPA-
skin can be calculated from the change of the height of the
SPA-skin. The FlexpointTM sensor is not affected by force
even though it is based on Carbon ink. SMCTM regulator
has own feedback control loop that makes the internal
pressure keep constant against disturbances. However, it is
still possible to derive of the external force from comparing
the signal from the sensor and an internal pressure of SPA-
skin. When an external force applied to the actuator, the
signal from a sensor is changed but the internal pressure of
the actuator is still same. The weight on the top the SPA-skin
causes to reduce the height of the actuator. In Fig. 12, sensor
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reading is related with the reduced height and the internal
pressure of the SPA-skin. The estimated height are bigger
and smaller in SPA-skin, full sphere SPA-skin respectively.
The force detection function can be applied to flexible braille
or vibrotactile feedback system.
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Fig. 11. SPA-skin step response to reach the desired position, 0.5 mm. Red
line and blue dash line represent the SPA-skin with the close-loop control
and the open-loop control respectively. The close-loop control is much faster
than the open loop control until reaching the desired position. Furthermore,
the SPA-skin with open-loop control keep increasing despite of under same
pressure.
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Fig. 12. Sensor response of the SPA-skin with respect to three different
weights on the top. The number of weight is inversely proportion to the
height of the SPA-skin.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present the novel design, characteri-
zation, and the control of SPA-skin. In the thin SPA-skin,
we embedded Flexpoint bending sensors to examine the
controllability of the presented prototype via PID controller.
Due to the strong non-linearity inherent to the material, we
used experimentally driven parameters to set the control gain
while making some geometric assumptions that proved to be
favorable at the current state. As a both input and output
device, our preliminary test results show its potential appli-
cations in flexible braille or vibro-tactile feedback system
for wrist rehabilitation. In the near future, our two proposed
algorithms will work in a framework with an adaptable
customized stretchable sensors.
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